RIT Undergraduate Computing Majors

Websites with general information about computing occupations:

- Computer Careers
- Occupational Outlook Handbook Computer and Information Technology Occupations
- ACM Computing Careers
- What Can I do with this Major? (see sections on Computer Science and Management Information Systems)
- O*NET Computer and Mathematical Job Families

Computer Science

- RIT website
- Career Services information
- Computer Programmer from the OOH
- Computer Systems Analyst from the OOH

Computing and Information Technologies

- RIT website
- Career Services information
- Computer Network Architects from the OOH
- Networking and Computer Systems Administrators from the OOH

Computing Security

- RIT website
- Career Services information
- Information Security Analyst from the OOH

Game Design and Development

- RIT website
Human Centered Computing

Management Information Systems

New Media Interactive Development

Software Engineering

Web and Mobile Computing